Controlled Hunting Rules
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Division of Wildlife

Product name:
- 2508-KILLDEER PLAINS WA DEER

Contact information:
- For more information about this permit contact Killdeer Plains; 19100 Co. Hwy. 115, Harpster, 43323; 740-496-2254.

The following rules and information apply:
- Each permittee or transferee may select one (1) partner.
- Permit valid for the permittee or transferee listed on the permit and partner only.
- Permit valid for the date listed on the permit only.
- Permittee and partner are responsible for obtaining necessary permits, license, endorsements, and stamps. Refer to the Ohio Hunting and Trapping Regulations.
- Permit must be carried by the permittee or transferee while in use. Digital copies are sufficient.
- If the permittee cannot participate, the permit may be transferred to another hunter. If the permittee cannot transfer the permit, please contact ODNR using the contact listed above so that an alternate may be assigned.
- Only white-tailed deer may be harvested.
- Permittee may use any firearm legal to harvest deer in Ohio. Refer to the Ohio Hunting and Trapping Regulations.
- Shooting hours are 30 minutes before sunrise to 30 minutes after sunset for the date and location of the hunt.
- Deer management permits may be used. Deer harvested on a controlled hunt do not count towards the bag limit for the county in which this hunt occurs, nor the statewide bag limit of six deer.
- All other Division rules and regulations apply.

Additional rules and information:
- A post hunt survey will be emailed to the permittee the day following your hunt. Please complete the survey to help us learn how to improve future controlled hunting opportunities.
- All hunters must check in at the Killdeer Plains Headquarters between 5:30 and 7:30 am the day of their hunt.
- Waterfowl hunts occur on Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday until 1pm through December 25th. Use caution around wetland units if your permit coincides with those dates.
- The bag limit for this hunt is 6 deer per hunter. Only one of a hunter’s harvested deer may be antlered (only one antlered deer may be harvested in Ohio annually per hunter regardless of location or event).
- Killdeer Plains Wildlife Area is in a CWD Surveillance Area. Mandatory inspection of your harvest is required at the check station.
- Carcass restrictions apply. Your harvest may leave the DSA by following the criteria listed below:
  - Quarters or other portions of meat with no part of the spinal column or head attached
  - Meat that is boned out, securely and completely wrapped either commercially or privately;
2508-KILLDEER PLAINS WA DEER

- Parking
- DOW Trails
- Hunt Units
- Division of Wildlife

Units:
- Unit D
- Unit H
- Unit F